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Band: EELS
Song: BEGINNER S LUCK
Album: HOMBRE LOBO

Verse 1:

C                      E
All my life I had this funny little feeling
Am                           F         G
Came and went time and again in all my daily dealings
C                     E
Call it a deficit, an emptiness inside
Am                            F                   G
Why is true love hard to find, why does true love hide

Prechorus:

F                   E
But now I found you and I know that we would be
E                G              Am
So very happy if you could only see
F                           G
That I was made for you and you were made for me

Chorus:

C                          E
The road in front of us is long and it is wide
Am                         F                   G
We ve got beginner s luck, we ve got it on our side
C                          E
With you I will and well I think I m qualified
Am                        F                    G
And with beginner s luck we ve got to take the ride

Verse 2:
I ve got a plan you know I ve got it all worked out
And all you gotta do is pack your bags and check your doubts
You come around and you will see just what I am
A true love through the worst of times, a true love to the end

Prechorus:
So now you found me and you only gotta see



How complementary we could really be
Cos I was made for you and you were made for me

Chorus:
The road in front of us is long and it is wide
We ve got beginner s luck, we ve got it on our side
We will be stronger if our forces are aligned
And with beginner s luck we ve got to take the ride

We ll take the ride as far as anyone can go
We ll pray hand in hand until the toe
I ve got it all worked out don t worry about a thing
Just give your hand to me, and here, put on this ring

Chorus:
The road in front of us is long and it is wide
We ve got beginner s luck, we ve got it on our side
With you I will and well I think I m qualified
And with beginner s luck we ve got to take the ride


